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“When you are invited by someone to a wedding feast, do not sit down in a place of honor, lest someone more 
distinguished than you be invited by him, and he who invited you both will come and say to you, ‘Give your 
place to this person,’ and then you will begin with shame to take the lowest place." - Luke 14:8-9, ESV 

 
“When you give a dinner or a banquet, do not invite your friends or your brothers or your relatives or rich 
neighbors, lest they also invite you in return and you be repaid." - Luke 14:12, ESV 

 
Are there areas of our life that God cares more about than others? Sometimes we might be tempted to think 
that God cares more about our religious duties than about our ordinary daily lives. In this view, God would 
care more about how we fast, since it is a religious activity, than about our feasting, which seems more 
worldly and less spiritual.  
 
Yet Jesus taught more about feasting than fasting. The reason why our feasting matters as much as our 
fasting is that both reveal our hearts, though in different ways.  
 
Consider what Jesus says in today's passage about feasting: 
 
1. If you're invited to a feast, take the lowest place and not the highest. Why does such a thing matter to 
God? It reveals whether we think humbly or proudly of ourselves. "For everyone who exalts himself will be 
humbled, and he who humbles himself will be exalted." 

 
2. When you give a feast, don't invite your rich friends and relatives, but invite the poor and needy. Why? 
Because you should be focused on blessing others and not on whether or not you're going to get re-paid. 
 
3. When God invites you to His feast - His kingdom - don't make any excuses but just come. Why? Well, 
what could really be more important than responding to God's invitation?  
 
So, what parts of our lives matter to God? Only those parts that reveal whether we're humble or proud, 
whether we're selfish or serving and whether we're responding to God or making excuses. So which parts 
of life are those? Every part, of course!  
 
Every aspect of our lives is lived from the heart and is either done in a way that pleases God or in a way that 
pleases ourselves. We are continually either living for the Lord or being our own gods.  
 


